Vol. Three

Alphabetic key punch
Tape operated card punch
Card operated tape punch

Electronic Typewriter

Reproduced
Collator
Sorter

Mimetic purpose relay unit
Unit for locating repetitions of cipher (Army Force)
Original slide drum unit

Single pump unit
Unit used to recovery squares by sliding character paper against register

Machine for Square solution by matching and color key

IBM STGASA unit used to prepare tabulating cards for each of the

cipher keys

Camel

113P1-5GASA unit

Tape to card section

Key punch section

Tabulating Section

Volume Five

The Swanne

One-time Tapes

The Japanese Green Machine
Vol. Six:

Traffic

Traffic Section

Plan, org., and Crypt Branch

Research

Captured top Documents

The Camel

Firefox

Cribbing

Text Key Recovery

Machine Decipherment

Files of decoded messages

Address Key Recovery

---

Vol. Seven:

High speed machinery

The Purple Machines

The Gee Machine

RAM

RAM

The Autoanitcher

The Bombe

The Bomb

The Dubluster

---
S. H. Christie - 1833
Used by Wh. - 1847